GET IN TOUCH! INDUSTRY 4.0
DIE CASTING
LOW PRESSURE CASTING
GRAVITY CASTING

The universal
measurement system
for machines of
all manufacturers
CQC Cast Quality Control
This universal measurement and monitoring system offers comprehensive
analysis possibilities and maximum flexibility, regardless of the make or
age of the machine. User-friendly software and state-of-the-art hardware
components make it possible for our customers to meet the ever-increasing
demands of the die-casting industry.
Sensors
The accuracy of the process data measuring system is one aspect. The
other aspect is that sensors have to deliver the corresponding data to the
measuring system. The more precise they are, the more accurately they
can be evaluated by the system. Our sensors represent our own tried-andtested developments and are subject to continuous further refinement in
collaboration with leading producers. They are therefore ideally suited for
use in the die casting process.
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